THE FRENCH SUFFER A REVERSE
Coote, the horse of the sarkdr under Ghazanfar All Khan,
while he himself commanded his own forces. He stationed
them in three distinct places; that is, he posted the troops
under Colonel Coote and Ghazanfar All Khan to the right and
left of his own troop, with the idea of exhibiting his power and
influence. Then, on the third day he beat the kettledrum.
M. Lally, who took pride in his large army, encamped out-
side the fort the whole multitude of Indians, frangs, Negroes,
and the horse of Makhdum Nayik. The battle began. The English
came into contact with the French, and Ghazanfar All Khan with
Makhdum Nayik, while Haxral-i-Ala and Colonel Coote watch-
ed the fight intending to help the army of the sarkdr if at any
time—God forbid—any depression, was seen, and cheered them
with applause and praise. In spite of the thundering noise of
cannon, and the innumerable fire-emitting guns, the showering
of stones from catapults, and the dashing of the waves in the
ocean of battle, both parties were steady in the field till
noon, without achieving the happiness of success. As the
Unknown Aid was designing to brighten the affairs of the
sarkdr, and Fate was waiting to ruin the labours of the wicked
enemy, a ball proceeding from the fire-emitting cannon of the
English, carried away from the scene of battle the foot of the
sardar of the mischievous French, which was so calamitous as
to make him give up the pride and the hope of leading the
army; his followers, thus reduced to helplessness, increased the
darkness of their gloomy faces, with the dust of disgraceful
flight. Makhdum Nayik, in his helplessness and confusion due
to the reverse of fortune, desired to seek refuge by joining the
French army. Muhammad Abrar Khan marched quickly with
his horse from the battlefield, and blocked his way, when
Ghazanfar AH Khan pursued him and came against him like
another calamity. Makhdum, racked on both sides, felt
powerless and helpless and turned the bridle of his swift horse
towards Tanjore. At every mansil many a horse and rider
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